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Overview – Data Discovery
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~ 1.036 mio records
37 Repositories
29 Communities
> 130 harvesting endpoints

Spatial/TemporalCoverage,

PublicationYear, 

Repositories, Communities, 

Keywords, Creator, 

Instrument, Discipline, 

Language, Publisher, 

Contributor, ResourceType, 

OpenAccess



Overview – Workflow 
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long way from the 
launch of B2FIND in 
2014 until today

several new versions 
of B2FIND ingestion 
code

several new 
machines, including 
reingest of all 
metadata

ever evolving 
system!



Showcase: PaNOSC

enhancing visibility 
of research 
infrastructures, 
projects and 
facilities in Photon 
and Neutron 
research

enabling a common 
‘search space’ –
new structure of 
web GUI
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Showcase: Blue-Cloud

including harvesting 
via RestAPI iterating 
through ‘collections’ 
and ‘datasets’

community-specific 
mapping including 
<instrument> and 
<temporalCoverage>

but <discipline> 
fixcoded to ‘Marine 
Science’
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Showcase: IVOA

displaying more 
information using 
EUDAT Core 
Metadata Schema

including a 
metadata element 
<instrument> = 
facet in B2IFND

including UAT in 
<disciplines> = 
assign records to the 
‘right’ discipline
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Showcase: Nordic Archaeology

creating a “Nordic 
Archaeology” Community 
including two national data 
providers from Norway and 
Denmark

using ArcGIS API for 
harvesting, community-
specific mapping

including a Jupyter Notebook 
for assigning multilingual 
terms (mapping of different 
concepts) within the ingestion 
process
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Metadata Aggregator
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md schema based on EUDAT Core 
(Datacite + temporalCoverage, Instrument, 
Discipline, Contact, several types of Identifier)

md exposure via OAI-PMH
with md prefix euc (all we have)

with md prefix datacite (= OpenAire)

md schema based on Datacite
(with multiple types of Identifier)

harvesting only with md prefix datacite!



Sum up

in theory metadata should be openly accessible, clearly defined and 
‘interoperable’ (exposed and exchanged in standardised ways)
in pratice very often they are not! 
due to

diverging amount of resources («big» infrastructures vs. small research groups)
different views of what «the best way» for standardisation is
new technologies that need to be implemented
interesting concepts of «sustainbility» (in particular for European Projects)

→making *all* (meta)data findable requires time and resources
→we may support data providers and make their (meta)data discoverable on 

their specific needs
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DICEosc

/company/diceosc

Questions?

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY

Contact
DICE
https://www.dice-eosc.eu/call-service-requests
EOSC Portal
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/services/b2find
EUDAT
https://www.eudat.eu/contact-support-request
email
b2find@dkrz.de

https://www.dice-eosc.eu/call-service-requests
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/services/b2find
https://www.eudat.eu/contact-support-request
mailto:b2find@dkrz.de

